because a replay that is being provided

by anton shkaplerov shows the hatch

interface between the Soyuz hatch right

and the hatch to the rassvet module this

is a standard operating procedure to

take a quick look to make sure that

there's no foreign object debris or any

particles of an untoward nature that

could contaminate the seal and prevent a

good leak check and an airtight seal

between the two docking interfaces and

there you see a video of Volkoff in the

middle Mike Fossum on the left Satoshi

Furukawa on the right a final thumbs up
to their crewmates as they bid farewell

or to Burbank Shkaplerov and Ivanishin

i'm sorry for closing that hatch Oh kids

decompressing 73280 reunion girls happy

studying your forebears pressure go n

obey such deal also stable we can see

704 value